
I'm not! First of all… many of our clients have a fair amount of shame and wouldn't put
themselves in that situation. Second, I'm never saying or doing something that I myself
would be ashamed of if it got out in public. Third, HECK! I'm all for my clients doing what
they can and need to to make change and shout it from the rooftops that they're getting
help from a professional to make that change!

ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR CL IENT  DOWNLOADING SESS ION

VIDEOS AND SHAR ING THEM PUBL ICALLY ?

Virtual Organizing: Sharing the lessons
from behind the scenes bonus Q & A

I'm on a mac with a protection on our home network, but in addition, I use malwarebytes
for regular scans. 

WHICH V IRUS SOFTWARE DO YOU USE AND WHY ?

YOU ASKED

I've never had that issue. Most of my clients will pay in advance. I am thinking of a situation
recently where a person paid after and paid *extra* because she felt she got more value.
That said, like any other service, it is up to us to make sure we understand their goals and
expectations and how we can meet those. And when the expectations seem unrealistic or
unachievable, to be okay with expressing that and helping them "resize" their expectations. 

AT THE BEG INN ING OF OUR V IRTUAL CL IENTS ,  D ID  YOU HAVE ANY

CL IENTS WHO D ID  NOT FEEL  THEY GOT ANYTH ING OUT OF THE 1  HOUR

SESS ION AND D IDN ' T  WANT TO PAY ?

I don't do that, but I often bill in advance for full, anyway. I was never one that did that for
inperson sessions, either, but my intake screening and my client agreement help to
minimize some risk on not getting paid. THAT SAID - there are some GREAT WAYS to
integrate pre-payment and booking in some calendaring software or video programs, so
it's easier than ever if that seems like something you'd like to pursue!

DO YOU RECOMMEND HAVING CL IENTS PAY A  DEPOSIT  FOR EACH

SESS ION PR IOR TO THE START ?
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This is a good question because it gets into the side in which we're the professional, right?
If the client's happy, and they're making small progress, is that okay? Well, I think some of
it depends. If you're spending your 1-hour session talking about their excuses and why
they're not getting things done, or more importantly, it appears that they're using this
relationship more as a *therapy* session (and we're not therapists), then I think it isn't
successful. But if they're getting a lot done through tandem, real-time work in our session,
it might very well be a success, and again, no different than if I were at their house and
they only got things done when I was there. 

FOR CL IENTS THAT DON ' T  MAKE PROGRESS BETWEEN SESS IONS BC

THEY REALLY  NEED THAT " BODY DOUBL ING "  IN  ORDER TO GET

ANYTH ING ACCOMPL ISHED ,  IS  THAT ST ILL  CONS IDERED SUCCESS ?

I T ' S ST ILL  PROGRESS AT  A  SNA IL ' S PACE ,  AND CL IENT  IS  HAPPY .  

On average these days, maybe 5. This includes attending (virtual) networking groups,
doing invoicing, focusing on social media, etc. 

ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DO YOU SPEND ON ADMIN ISTRAT IVE  AND

MARKET ING TASKS PER WEEK ?

BECAUSE IT IS FREE!! Honestly, it's been great for me and I've used it about 4 years. I need
it to take notes and keep track of client correspondence, and create my annual holiday
card list, LOL. I don't have it integrated with my mailing list or anything else. 

WHY DO YOU USE HUBSPOT AS YOUR CRM ?

New for each client -- I say their name, mention their meeting date and time, and mention
the space or category we plan on working with. It is typically no more than 45 seconds to a
minute. There is a free (with basic features) app called Bonjoro I keep meaning to deploy for
these effors :-) 

DO YOU PRERECORD ALL  SESS ION WELCOME V IDEOS OR IS  IT

RECORDED NEW FOR EACH CL IENT ?
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Honestly -- this varies between mac and windows, and on operating system versions
within those, so hard for me to give a one-size-fits-all answer. I can tell you on my mac, I
click the green dot in the top left, and it gives me an option to tile that window to the
right or left, and then lets me select a second application in the other window. 

HOW DO YOU DO THE SPL IT  SCREEN AGAIN ?



My CRM -- as soon as someone reaches out to me via email and I respond with information
on how to book time on my calendar, I copy my CRM and it creates a record for them. (If
they book an inquiry online on my calendar, I open up the record on my CRM myself.). When
I have my intake call with them I likely have my CRM open and can fill out profile information
and take notes from my call. From then on, each time we meet, I'm adding call notes to my
CRM, adding in follow up tasks to the calendaring from the CRM (I get email reminders of
tasks) and correspondence I send to them gets copied in there. I'm also tracking the status
of my prospects and clients to make sure that I'm not losing sight of someone who paid in
advance and disappeared or had an inquiry that never followed up, so that I can harvest
those profiles for next-step communication from me. 

HOW DOES YOUR CRM T IE  INTO YOUR PROCESS ?  

I use Calendly. I have a variety -- 6 or 7? -- different types of appointments someone can
book, variations on time and phone vs. video, so I make sure that I'm using the right link to
send in a message to someone. For instance, in my resume writing business, I send a link
for a 90-minute phone call, for my free consultations, they get a link to a 20-minute phone
call, and I have options for my professional organizer coaching clients of different lengths
in either video or phone, and I'll send them both links and let them know it's their choice. 

WHAT IS  THE SCHEDUL IG  S / W YOU USE ?

I have 2TB of storage on my (paid) Dropbox account, so space isn't a driver. I probably go
through it once every other month or so and just tidy it up. If it's been a month since the
recording, I'll toss it. I already told the client they have a week to watch it; they don't know i
didn't already delete it after that. 

HOW LONG DO YOU KEEP YOUR CL IENT  RECORDING ON DROPBOX ?
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I've done a few options, based on the client. It's always at least an hour, and some will book 2
hour sessions. It's hard to maintain (either of us!) after that. I've definitely had "later today" or
"next day" check ins on progress, too. This is extra time and I charge for this. If I wanted to
structure something about "meet first, go do work, then meet again" as a package, I'm afraid
of that leading to some failure on the part of the client, and them backing out of the follow up.
Ultimately, they all have the link to get onto my calendar and can schedule more time that
way if they want! One of the things I stress to my clients is that we're using some best
practices, but I'm not doing a one-size-fits-all program... I want to customize to their learning
type, available time and energy, and goals. JUST LIKE I WOULD if they were an inperson
client. Just like I would if a professional organizer wanted to work with me as a coaching client
-- I don't just have a specific program for people to try to slot themselves into. I don't do this
with any type of client I work with. 

DO YOU ONLY DO 1  HR  SESS IONS ?  DO  U  EVER DO 1  HR ,  THEN OFF - L INE

FOR AN HOUR ,  THEN GET  ONL INE  FOR ANOTHER 1 / 2 - 1  HR  AFTER

THEY ’ VE WORKED THAT INDEPENDENT HOUR ?



GREAT QUESTION! I think of this as a Professional Liability insurance space, for sure!
We're in the business of giving advice and guidance, and that type of insurance will help
for protection against issues that might arise. I'm a NAPOsure client, so PL is part of that
offering. But if you are just going to be working virtually and never working in person with
clients again, look into offerings related to life coaching or other virtually-delivered
services for their coverage options. 

I S  THERE A  PART ICULAR TYPE OF  BUS INESS INSURANCE YOU

RECOMMEND IF  ONLY DO ING V IRTUAL PRODUCT IV ITY  AND

ORGANIZ ING WORK ?

My intake is a phone call, though I'll typically ask them to send some pics or video before
we meet. 

I S  YOUR INTAKE V IA  PHONE OR V IDEO ?

This is a big question, a little too big for this setting. I could do a whole 1:1 coaching session
on this topic. If you're interested in learning more, please reach out at
https://www.kathyvines.com/bemycoach 

CAN YOU WALK US THROUGH HOW YOU WORK WITH SOMEONE TO

ORGANIZE  PAPER ,  WITHOUT BE ING THERE IN  THE SPACE ?

I personally upgraded to noise cancelling headphones that were wired and then to noise
cancelling airpods with a bluetooth connection . If you're going to be spending several
hours a day on video, making sure you're cognizant of your physical needs -- over ear or
in-ear -- for comfort is key. I can wear my airpods for a few hours, but definitely need to
give them a break after 120 minutes or so. Honestly -- check out gaming headsets! They
tend to have great connection speed and audio. 

ANY RECOMMENDAT IONS FOR HEADSETS ?  I ’ VE USED TAOTRONICS

BUT NOT GOOD ,  THEY GO IN  AND OUT .
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I'm not quite sure if this question is "ooh… it can be a bit hectic" or you legtimiately get
sick and this is a health concern for you. If you have a genuine health problem with it,
explain that in advance and advise them what you'd like for them to do to facilitate your
learning about their space. Ask them to go slower. Ask them to send pictures in advance. 

I  HAVE GOTTEN MOT ION S ICKNESS FROM A  CL IENT  WALK ING

AROUND THE IR  HOME WHILE  I ' M TRY ING TO WATCH THROUGH THE IR

CAMERA .  ANY  SUGGEST IONS ?



This was answered, but I wanted to add for some perspective: When I work with people
in person, I'm traveling to their homes. I don't charge for travel within a certain radius or
time frame, but it's at least an hour all in, round trip, that is included as part of my doing
business... So, if I'm spending an hour not earning direct revenue, traveling to and from an
appointment, I certainly don't consider the administrative time related to some texts and
emails here and there to be *more* than what I was already doing with my time and effort
for my inperson clients. 

DO YOU / SHOULD YOU CHARGE MORE OR LESS ( HOURLY BAS IS )  FOR

V IRTUAL ORGANIZ ING COMPARED TO IN - PERSON ?  R IGHT  NOW MY

STRUCTURE IS  H IGHER IF  YOU BROKE IT  DOWN HOURLY ,  BUT

OVERALL  MORE AFFORDABLE AS WE SPEND LESS HOURS

TOGETHER .  WONDER ING IF  I ’ M SCARING PEOPLE OFF WITH A  H IGHER

PR ICE  THOUGH . . .
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DISCLAIMER: All information in this document in no way constitutes legal advice.
Please seek legal advice from your attorney. 

I'm not trying to be flip here, but I literally used to sit in a car and drive home to and from an
appointment for 30-45 minutes each way before, and I wasn't charging for that time, so I
don't see this as different. Some of the work I do in serving my clients is the cost of doing
business, and I factor that mentally into my rate. It comes down to this being the driver of
my OWN efficiency -- using text expanders, voice-to-text dictation, email templates, time
blocking for my administrative tasks, etc. 

 HOW DO YOU RECOMMEND STRUCTURING CHARGES / PACKAGES FOR

VIRTUAL WORK ESPEC IALLY  WHEN YOU COULD SPEND UP 3 0 -

MINUTES OR SO AFTER A  SESS ION SEND ING NOTES AFTER SESS IONS ,

REPLY ING TO PROGRESS UPDATES ,  AND ONGOING SUPPORT ?

I can't answer that. I can tell you I tried Timetrade and ended up abandoing it
for Calendly. It's going to depend on your goals on how it integrates with other
parts of your business, and of course, your budget. 

WHICH SCHEDUL ING SOLUT ION IS  BEST ?

What Ap allows the side screen note taking and can you print from it?  Does client
see it?  Can they make their own notes on a side screen or are they mostly ot sitting
at computer?

WHAT AP ALLOWS THE S IDE  SCREEN NOTE TAK ING AND CAN YOU

PRINT  FROM IT ?   DOES CL IENT  SEE IT ?   CAN THEY MAKE THE IR  OWN

NOTES ON A  S IDE  SCREEN OR ARE THEY MOSTLY OT  S ITT ING AT

COMPUTER ?


